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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community dialogue, is funded by DCGA, 
stopped being funny in 2019, and is printed each day that classes are in session. Submis-
sions must be sent before our editors shamble into the office for next day publication via 
e-mail to: bullsheet@denison.edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the opinions of the 
authors.

Edited by: Mick and James :)
Delivered this morning by: Claire

 

This classic dish known by grandmothers worldwide is pudding at its most fundamental. 
Good taste but has an off putting texture which takes away from the whole experience.
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While Jello Shots might be stretching the definition of pudding I’m going to go with it anyway. 
This “snack” is pretty good during the summer which is all you could really want from Jello. 

6/10

When ranking my personal favorite pudding only a select few kinds can be seen as 
perfection. Snack Pack Chocolate Vanilla is perfection and more. A snack that can be 

enjoyed at any time and anywhere.
10/10

AVERY’S PUDDING REVIEW!

-Avery Traver, ‘25
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Staff “I Just Edited My First Bullsheet” Box

- Mick Smith, ‘24

To a good night and 

a better tomorrow

 
ARE YOU KIDDING TV SUGGESTIONS

Yesterday Denison had the people from “Are You Kidding TV” come out and give challeng-
es for prizes. Here are some of our suggestions that didn’t make the cut.

First person to have an extreme mental breakdown and drop their major gets $200

First person to kiss Adam Weinberg on the mouth gets $100

First person to create a bonfire with thirty library books and piss on it to put it out 
gets free 30 library books

First freshman to break up with their significant other from home gets an easier life

First person to eat three spice bowls and not shit themselves gets heartburn

First person to punch a Bullsheet editor gets to never read a Bullsheet again

First person to shit in Eisner practice room and take a picture of it gets a free spice bowl

-Randy Riddles III

Answers:

#1 Answer: T-H-A-T!

#2 Answer: There are no stairs—it’s a one-story house!

#3 Answer: She fell off the bottom step

1. Mississippi has four S’s and four I’s. Can you spell that without using S or I?

2. There’s a one-story house where everything is yellow. The walls are yellow. The doors are yellow. 

All the furniture is yellow. The house has yellow beds and yellow couches. What color are the stairs?

3. A girl fell off a 20-foot ladder. She wasn’t hurt. How?

RIDDLE TIME!


